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Vice Premier Li Lanqmg inspecting the installation of reactor core

State Councillor Wu Yi and Minister of Ministry of Science and Technology Zhu Lilan

inspecting the instaUation of steam generator
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tartar State Councillor Song Jian taking part in the ceremlony of pouring the first concrete
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The 1 0 MW High TernperE.u.
Gas-cooled Reactor Test M

(termed HTR-10)

The 10 MW High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor Test Module(termed HTR-10) is a major
project in the energy sector of the Chinese National High Technology Programme, serving as the

first major step of the development of modular HTGR in China. Its main objectives are: 1. to explore
the technology in the design, construction and operation of HTGRs, 2. to establish an irradiation and

experimental facility, 3. to demonstrate the inherent safety features of modular HTGR, 4. to test
electricity and heat co-generation and closed cycle gas turbine technology and 5. to perform research and

development work on nuclear process heat application
Institute of Nuclear Energy Technology (INET) of Tsinghua University is the leading institution to organize

and inplement the key technology development, the conceptual design and the feasibility study of HTGR
during 1986-1990, the so called Seventh Five-Year Plan Period, and then it continues to be responsible for

the design, license application, construction and operation of the HTR-10 test reactor. Now the construction of
HTR-10 was completed at the site of INET, which is located in the northwest suburb of Beijing city.

The HTR-10 project is to be carried out in two phases In the first phase, the reactor with an coolant outlet
temperature of 7000C will be coupled with a steam generator providing steam for a steam turbine cycle which

works on an electricity and heat co-generation basis. In the second phase, the reactor coolant outlet temperature
is planned to reach to 9000C. A gas turbine cycle and later on a steam reformer will be coupled to the reactor in
addition to the steam turbine cycle.

The HTR-10 design represents the features of modular HTGR design The reactor core and the steam

generator are housed in two steel pressure vessels, which are arranged in a side-by-side way These two vessels
are connected to each other by a connecting throeugh the hot gas duct . All these steel pressure vessels are in

touch with the cold helium of about 2500C coming out from the circulator which sits over the steam generator tubes
in the same vessel.

Fuel elements are the spherical fuel elements (6 cm in diameter) with coated particles The reactor core contains
about 27,000 fuel elements forming a pebble bed which is 180 cm in diameter and 197 cm in average height
Spherical fuel elements go through the reactor core in a"multi-pass" pattem. Pulse pneumatic fuel handling system
is designed for continuously charging and discharging fuel elements.It has the advantage of reliability and
simplicity.

Graphite serves as the main material of core structures which mainly consist of the top, bottom and side
reflectors The ceramic core structures are housed in a metallic core vessel which is supported on the steel
pressure vessel. The thickness of side reflector is 100 cm, including a 25 cm thick layer of carbon bricks at the
outer periphery. In the side reflector, cold helium channels are designed in which helium flows upward after
entering the reactor pressure vessel from between the connecting vessel and the hot gas duct.

Helium flow reverses at the top of reactor core into the pebble bed, so that a downward flow pattern takes
place in it. After being heated in the pebble bed, heliurri enters into a hot gas chamber in the bottom reflector,
and from there it flows with reactor outlet temperature through hot gas duct to the heat exchanging
components.

The steam generator is composed of a number of modular helical tubes, which are arranged in a circle
between two insulation barrels inside the steam generator pressure vessel The place inside the inner barrel
is foreseen for an intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) which will be installed in the second phase of the
project The IHX is a helical tube type Nitrogen flows inside the tube while helium flows outside the tube.

Decay heat removal of the HTR-10 is designed on a completely passive basis. At a loss of pressure
accident, against which no core cooling is foreseen at all, decay power will dissipate through the core

structures by means of heat conduction and radiation to the outside of the reactor pressure vessel,
where, on the wall of the concrete housing, a surface cooling system is designed. This system works

on the principle of natural circulation of water and it takes the decay heat via air coolers to the
atmosphere.

There are two reactor shutdown systems, one control rod system and one small absorber ball
system. They are all installed in the side reflector. Both systems are able to bring the reactor to

cold shutdown conditions. Since the reactor has strong negative temperature coefficients and
decay heat removal does not require any circulation of the helium coolant, so the tum-off of

the helium circulator can also shut down the reactor from power operating conditions.
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The HTR-10 fuel elements are spherical
ones with coated partic;s. Fuel element
diameter is 60mm. About 8300 coated
particles are homogeneeusly dispersed in a
graphite matrix region irnevery fuel element.
The matrix region has aqiiameter of 50mm.
The coated particles are.TRISO type, i.e.,
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pyrocarbon layers which is very effective in
retaining fission products within the
particles.
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Specification of HTR-

1 Reactor core

A lb : 1OMW
Thermal power

.JAveraged -powerdenslty ''t 4lL~w - Ls>

t :ti~a:1800mm
Core diameter

<-Eqtvlet orheight;<- S~,-_ I-5
27000

Number of fuel elements

t >sg~t:250°C
Core inlet temperature of helium

-'Core ou tperaeou nkrtaf>e '

g~q~g~qt~~tijtit:20
Number of helium cooling
channel in the reflector

,JvLwmbL-& cL em2fsLe2A L

Number of absorb ball channels 7
In the reflector

Reactor pressure vessel

- -4200mm
Inner diameter

Total height 11344mm
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HTR-10 Fuel handling system works on _
pneumatic principle. Fuel elements are removed P

from the reactor core in a singularized way by t _

means of pneumatic pulses.

PI 0 1KE i 8lm * Fuel element elevator
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Cavity cooling system
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The HTR-10 reactor internal erial is
primarily graphite and carb ricks.
Residual heat removal fthe reactor
core can take place te gh mechanisms
of heat conducti iation and nature
convection cooling system takes
ther eat away to air coolers.

avity cooling and air coolers work
on natural circulation principle. These
passive/inherent features of the residual
heat removal enhance reactor safety.
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Helium punification system

Even though radioactivitylE
released into primary coolant is i 8
minimized, helium purification E
system which continuously_ _ l _
removes radioactivity and other I-

impurities from primaryDl
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- Steam turbine generator
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1992.3.14 HTR-103roject was approved by government .-

as one of the national "863" project

1994.12 Constnuttion Permit of HTR-10 was issued:
.4 by Natisial Nuclear Safety Administration
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1995.6.14 - First concrete was poured -:

1997.10.28 Main ruilding of HTR-10 was completed

1998.11.27 The feactor Presure Vessel and Steam
Gernerator Pressure Vessel was installed
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1999.12 installation of ceramic intemals was completed
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2000.4.29 *The head of pressure vessels were covered .
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Components and systems installation were
completed

Fuel loading Commissioning license was issued
by National Nuclear Safety Administration .

Starting fuel loading

First criticality of the HTR-1 0
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Construction of HTR-10 main building

Former Director of National Nuclear Safety Administration
Huang Qitao checking up on work

Academician Zhao Renkal and Ruan Keqtang, members of energy
expert committee, checking up on work.

Installing Reactor Pressure Vessel
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Fastening the flanges of reactor presu.Ire vessel by stretching
M180 bolts using stretch machines'devcldted by INET
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Installing core Internals
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Officers and s~tffs of National Nuclear Safety Administration monitoring physical startup
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